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STRONGHOLD

®

A FORTRESS FOR HIGH-VALUE ASSETS

ROTATIONALLY MOLDED, AIRTIGHT, WATERTIGHT,
DOUBLE-WALLED LONG LIFE REUSABLE CONTAINERS.
• Tongue & Groove Construction with Gasket
• Recessed Hardware for Additional Protection
• Spring-Loaded Handles
• Pressure Relief Valves
STRONGHOLD: Maximum security means maximum peace of
mind. Whatever valuable assets you have stay safe, dry, and secure
in these heavy duty, ultra-rugged, ultra-secure, double-walled hard
cases. Built to be virtually indestructible. Stands up to edge drops,
lateral impacts, vibrations, extreme temperatures, moisture
and everything else that you can throw at it. Made with GSR™
high-performance resin. With over 100 sizes and configurations,
and growing, you won’t find any protection stronger than this.

SENTINEL

®

INJECTION MOLDED.
WATERTIGHT. LIGHTWEIGHT.
FULLY CUSTOMIZABLE.
• Tongue & Groove Construction with Gasket
• Easy-Open Latches & Ergonomic Handles
• Pressure Relief Valves
• Molded-In Padlock Brackets
SENTINEL: This is our tried-and-true hard case line. With over
20 sizes and growing, Sentinel cases feature a nearly unbreakable
injection molded construction made from GSI™ impact-resistant
resin. Standard features include a pressure relief valve, molded-in
padlock brackets, EPDM gasket, stainless steel hardware, and
secure, easy-open latches. Sentinel hard cases are ideal for
a wide range of parts and equipment and are built to stand
up to intense conditions, year after year. Welcome to protection
that’s waterproof, dustproof, and most of all, worry-proof.

VERSAPRO

®

THERMOFORMED. SINGLE-WALLED.
EXTENSIVELY CUSTOMIZABLE.
• Aluminum Tongue & Groove Enclosure
• 1000s of Unique Combinations Possible
• Extensive Hardware Selection
• Multiple Material Choices
VERSAPRO: The case that started it all. When looking for just
the right size or being unique really matters, our original VersaPro
case steps in. Made with GST™ resins and available in over 200+
footprints, VersaPro is versatile enough to be formed in varying
depths, heights, colors, and custom configurations. VersaPro
cases have been used in wide variety of applications, including
sensitive instruments, medical components, aviation equipment,
electronics and much more. *Minimum quantities and setups may apply.
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C U S T O M I Z AT I O N S & C A PA B I L I T I E S

MAKE A GEMSTAR CASE
YOUR CASE.
Modification. Customization. Adaptation. Whatever you call
it, we’ve built our reputation on our unique ability to tailor
our cases to the specific needs of your project. You need
CNC routing and deck mounts? We can do that. Dual layers
and special resins? We can do that, too. Plus we offer a robust
selection of custom features, sizes, and colors to add
purpose-built functionality to any case. Built to the toughest
standards. Tailored to your specific needs. That’s how we roll.

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

TESTING

BUILDING A BETTER
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE.

RIGOROUSLY TESTED TO
STAND THE TEST OF TIME.

At Gemstar, everything we do is built on the foundational idea
that our customers always come first. We take tremendous
pride in our responsiveness and love working directly with our
distributors and users to help solve their unique challenges.
Not merely as a vendor, but as a trusted partner. This is why
our people go to great lengths to make the experience of
buying our hard cases as great as the cases themselves.

Gemstar’s comprehensive in-house testing capabilities ensure that
our hard cases are built for the long haul and designed to meet the
tightest industrial and military standards, including IP67 Waterproof,
IPX7 Dustproof, ASTM 4169 Drop & Vibration Test and MIL STD 810.
Our rigorous testing methodology is just another example of
how Gemstar puts more tried-and-true expertise into building
our hard cases so you can put all of your trust into using them.

Across oceans. Over rugged landscapes. Through hell and highwater. Gemstar Hard Cases are built for the
long haul from the inside out for the toughest, most demanding, technical jobs out there. No matter the size,
no matter the weight, no matter the unique parameters of your project, Gemstar Hard Cases meet the most
exacting industrial and military specifications — delivered with the service to exceed your highest expectations.

Get your next project started at GemstarMFG.com or
through one of our technical distributor partners.
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